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Content Marketing
Strategy
Putting together a content marketing
strategy can seem daunting at first.
With hundreds, or potentially thousands
of keywords to target in your niche, it
can be hard to know where to start. Use
this website content strategy guide as a
starting point to ensure your efforts are
spent wisely...on achieving your business goals.

7-Step Content Marketing Strategy
1. Tie Your Content Strategy to Business Goals
Every content marketing strategy should start with your business goals.
Most business websites are focused on either driving revenue or building
newsletters lists, or both. Either way, you're building your customer base.
For blogs, the the goal might simply be to build community. You need to
first determine your specific goals.
Are there sectors of your business where you're declining, and need to drive
new customers to produce new revenue? Do you want to increase your
newsletter subscribers? Figure this out first. Log them in a spreadsheet, and
tie them to topics that you want to conduct keyword research for in your
content marketing strategy. These topics should match up with specific
verticals or categories on your website.

2. Create Content that Provides Solutions to Customer
Problems
Great content often starts with solving common problems for your
customers. Common problems in your niche will typically have keywords

with higher search volume (as you'll discover when conducting keyword
research). Are your customers looking for the best product for their needs?
Are they trying to achieve something? Log these customer problems (and
potential solutions) next to each of your business goals in your spreadsheet
(mentioned above), all tied to a general topic.
Solving your customers' problems via your content marketing strategy will
help you build trust with your site visitors. You can promote your products
and services as "solutions" by linking and recommending your
products/services throughout your content. This "how to" article about
asphalt driveway repair from Asphalt Kingdom does a great job at this.

3. Use Keyword Research & Demographic Analysis in
Content Strategies
Once you have begun aligning your goals with topics and customer
problems/solutions, it's time to conduct keyword research to really
understand how your users are searching for answers. Target one primary
keyword and a handful of directly-related secondary keywords (oftentimes
variations of the primary keyword) with each topic aligned with customer
problems/solutions and business goals. Oftentimes, primary keywords will
be "how to" in nature.
It's also important to understand the demographic profile of your visitors,
and they may be different based on the topic. Make notes on your target
audience, such as their gender, age range, level of affluence and what sort
of verbiage they are attracted to. How are you going to "speak" to them in
a way that they'll listen (and be convinced)? People of different age groups,
and genders, respond differently to different styles of copywriting.

4. Consider Multiple Mediums in Your Content
Strategy
By now you should have developed a spreadsheet of goals, tied to topics,
tied to customer problems and solutions...and tied to keywords. Now you
need to decide upon the most effective and compelling ways to deliver your
message. Will it be blog posts? Do you want to create lists of tips, products
or services? Step-by-step instructions?
Infographics are helpful for highly visual audiences, and they oftentimes get
shared via social media by your site visitors, and linked to from other niche

bloggers. Use a site like ease.ly to create simple, compelling infographics for
free. Do you need to create tools a widgets such as calculators or other
helpful decision-making tools? What about video? Consider investing in a
small digital video recorder, inexpensive lighting and some entry-level video
editing software.
Think creatively, and don't be afraid to hire a developer to create some
tools that will be unique to your website in helping customers solve their
problems. Whatever content you create, ensure that you optimize your
content to rank well in organic search. Google makes up 25% of all internet
traffic.

5. How to Market Your Content
Once you create your content, you'll need to decide how to market it. For
blog posts, most content marketers will share via social media accounts to
build awareness. Use hashtags of common topics when sharing on your
company Twitter, Facebook and Google+ pages. Join communities on
Google+ and share your content by posting links to it with reasons why the
content is helpful.
For high-impact pages (such as calculator tools and other widgets, or new
site launches), consider running link building or press release campaigns
using a tool like Buzzstream. Also consider finding influencers on social
media via tools like Followerwonk, and build relationships with them. After
you interact for a while, reach out to them for reviews and guest posting
opportunities if they have their own blogs.
If you create video, post the videos on YouTube and Vimeo. Or, post
snippets of the video on these social video sites, and link to the full video on
your site. When posting video on your own site, consider adding rich
snippets to help your pages with video stand out in the Google search
results.
Whatever you do, focus on building relationships and don't take shortcuts.
The more "footprints" you leave in link building efforts, the more likely you
are to be considered a spammer by Google...and Google is getting very
good at identifying link spam these days.

6. How to Measure Your Content Strategy
Once you've created and marketed your content, you need to decide how to

measure the impact of your efforts. If you have an eCommerce site, ensure
that "eCommerce Tracking" is enabled in Google Analytics, and start
tracking revenue per page. Also track revenue by source, so you can see
where the most profitable traffic comes from (i.e.- organic search, paid
search, social media, etc.).
If you're aiming to acquire emails, set up a "Goal" in Google Analytics to
track subscription conversions. Give monetary values to your goals, as
much as possible, to see how they stack up against one another. What
value do you tie to an email? Track conversion on the page level so that you
can see which pages convert better than others, and what you can learn
from that. Don't be afraid to go back and edit pages based on your key
learnings from this analysis. Identify pages with a high bounce rate and
improve them by adding images, clarifying or improving the content to
make it more authoritative.
Last, but not to be overlooked, start conducting simple A/B tests using
Google Content Experiments, which is a free application that ties right into
Google Analytics. Test different layouts and copywriting styles in your copy
to get a better understanding of what converts with your audience. There's
even a Google Content Experiments plugin for Wordpress that will make
things super easy for Wordpress site owners.

7. How to Scale Your Content Strategy
The last part in your content marketing strategy should involve scaling
specific tactics that prove successful. If blogging ends up driving a large
portion of your traffic, can you assign one or multiple people to blogging
duties? Can you ensure that they share each new blog post, and re-market
past blog posts, on all of your social networks? Look into tools like
Hootsuite and TweetDeck that make posting to multiple social media
profiles quick and easy.
As mentioned above, Buzzstream is a great tool for conducting link building
out reach...even press releases. Build individual projects within this tool for
each initiative, and create prospecting lists for each of them. It will help if
you know some advanced Google search query operators to find link
building prospects within your niche. Check out this article from Search

Engine Land by Garret French to learn some key queries to consider using.

Summary

Taking a tactical approach to your content marketing strategy will pay off
in the long run. The key is to not get overwhelmed. Start small, with one or
two strategies, and then further experiment from there. You will need to
delegate responsibility to others on your team as you begin to scale certain
strategies. Most importantly, don't be afraid to fail. If you don't try
something new, you won't see different results.

How to Do Keyword
Research

Finding the right keywords for your website (and website pages) is a critical
first step to online marketing. You must think like your customers, and
discover what they are typing into Google, Yahoo!, and Bing in order to find
a business like yours. Listed below are proven strategies to help you find the
best keywords to target.

Keyword Research Tools
There are plenty of keyword research tools available for you to use, but you
can't (nor want t0) use them all. Here's two favorite tools that I suggest you
try to see which work best for you.

Basic Keyword Research Tools
Google Suggest & Related Searches
Google Trends
SEO Book Keyword Tool

Advanced Keyword Research Tools

Google Keyword Planner
Google Search Console: Search Analytics
SEMRush - My favorite paid tool (note: affiliate link)
Wordtracker
Übersuggest
Answer the Public

Further Tailoring Keyword Research
With these tools, you'll get plenty of suggestions to then take into your own
Google searches and actively see how your users are searching for your
topic(s). When deciding which keywords to use, consider the following
factors.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What the search volume of the keyword is
How competitive the keyword is
What other websites are currently ranking
What your unique value proposition can be

Tip: Fine-tune your keyword selection by searching for allintitle:"keyword
phrase" in Google, and target keywords with less competing pages. You'll
be more likely to rank on page 1 of Google if you have less competition.

Discovering & Choosing the Best Keywords
Understand the Buying Cycle: You will want to attract visitor who are in
a buying mindset as well as those in a researching mindset.
Buyer Keywords: For your foundational/catalog pages (products,
services, categories), you'll want to target "buyer" keywords. Buyers
type head terms (short/general phrases) that describe the type of
product or service they are looking for (i.e. - "men's shoes"), as well as
long-tail keywords (specific multi-word phrases such as exact product
names) into search engines Buyers are mostly looking for the right
product, the best price and a trustworthy website to purchase from.
They already know what they want to buy, so you want to rank highly
in order to sell it to them.
Researcher Keywords: For your blog posts, articles and other
educational content, you'll want to target "researcher" keywords.
Researchers often type question-focused keywords into Google,
prefixed by words like: how, where, why, when, who, what, which, best,

etc. They are likely not ready to buy, and present an opportunity for
your brand to build trust with these potential future customers.
Target Long-Tail Keywords: Long-tail keywords are longer, multi-word
keyword phrases that have less search volume...but enough to warrant
consideration for a small business to target. An example might be "how
to choose hiking boots". They are easier to rank highly in search engines
for, since there is (typically) less search volume and the bigger brands
might overlook them in their pursuit of ranking for the more highly
searched keywords. For newer websites or small businesses websites
without websites linking to them, long-tail keywords present the best
opportunity to drive targeted traffic from search engines.
Keyword-Targeting for CategoryPages: The only caveat to a long-tail
keyword focus is that it only works for product pages and articles/blog
posts, for the most part. Most likely, you'll have a number of category
pages, which are not ideal pages for targeting long-tail keywords. For
these pages, you want to target people who are searching for product
"types," for example (i.e. - "electric guitars"). If your website is an online
guitar store, then you'll most likely be selling electric guitars, acoustic
guitars, guitar amps, guitar pedals, etc. These "category pages" will need
to be optimized for more general, "head term" keywords, which typically
reflect the category name.
Keyword-Targeting for the Homepage: Your homepage should target
the most highly searched keywords that describe your business as a
whole. If you run a sushi restaurant in Denver, then you will want to
target keyword phrases like "Denver sushi restaurant", "Denver sushi
bar" and "sushi in Denver" on your homepage.
Use Industry Jargon & Buzz Words: When discovering keywords, use
industry buzz words to find even more ideas. For example, "boutique
amps" is not a phrase you would have found if you searched for "guitar
amps" in the various keyword tools. If you run a sushi restaurant, you
want find keywords related to "fish" if you're only using "sushi" as a seed
keyword in your research. Make a list of synonyms and related terms.
Research all of them and compare their search volume.
Compare with Competitors: What keywords are competing websites
(who already rank well for your target keywords) focusing on already?
Learn from them.
Analyze Keywords in Google Search Console: If you're website is already
live and driving traffic from Google, then what are your current top
keywords according to Google Search Console's "Search Analytics" tool?

Which receive the most clicks? Which receive the most impressions?Are
you targeting them on your page? If not, re-optimize the page for them.
The quickest path to increasing traffic through SEO is to fully optimize
your current web pages before building new pages to target additional
keywords.

Implementing Keywords
Focus on a handful of related keywords per page and include variations
(using synonyms, singular/plural, past/present/future tense, etc.) in order
to increase your chance of driving long-tail keyword traffic and keep the
content reading naturally. The wider your keyword focus is, the less likely
a search engine will know exactly what your page is about. Ideally, you'll
build a page for every major keyword (or small group of keyword
variations) in order to align a page with every keyword related to your
industry (that you want to target).
Use variations of your keyword within your body content and metatags. Consider singular/plural usage, synonyms, and hyphenated
versions while keeping the content easily readable.
Align descriptive and qualitative words near your keywords to increase
the chance of gaining even more long-tail keyword traffic. For example, if
you were optimizing a sub-category webpage for "boutique guitar
amps," you could consider using a phrase like "affordable boutique
guitar amps" or "best boutique guitar amps" into the body content in
order to gain some extra traffic from potential customers searching for
exactly that.
Use action words like "buy" or "download" to attract potential
customers who are action-minded and searching using keywords with
those words. For example, some searchers type keywords like "buy men's
shoes" into search engines, and you can target that keyword phrase on
the appropriate category page if you run an online shoe store.
If you're a local business, look for geographical long-tail keywords such
as "Denver acoustic guitar store" in order to target your exact customer.
This way, you'll be able to attract your ideal potential customer (a local
Denver guitarist looking for a guitar store in the Denver area that
specifically focuses on acoustic guitars).

Additional Keyword Optimization Tips
In the past, it was determined that with a #1 ranking in Google, expect to

receive 18% of total clicks for a particular keyword query in Google.
Another study suggested that a #1 ranking would receive about 36% of
total clicks according to Optify. Search engines have evolved over the
years, and the search result page layouts are sometimes different than
they once were. So, while it's hard to say how much traffic you'll get with
a #1 ranking, just know that you won't get all of it. Searchers browse, but
typically click on the first few listings in the search results.
Remember that the estimated search traffic for a particular
keyword/keyword phrase is just that...an estimate. Keyword seach
volume fluctuates with seasonality, demand, evolving interests from
customers/society, etc.
Dig deeper into your chosen keywords by re-running them back into the
keyword research tools you are using. This could help you identify more
keywords that you may have missed the first time around. Also consider
vertical search websites like Wikipedia, About.com and others to get
more keyword research ideas. Those sites create content about what
people are interested in (and searching for).
Google Keyword Planner (additional tips)
When using the Adwords tool, don't dismiss keywords with high
competition. This competition is for competing Adwords advertisers,
and may not necessarily mean that there is too much organic
competition to rank for. However, it does suggest that this particular
keyword is likely to be profitable.
Widen or narrow the scope of your keyword research by checking and
unchecking the checkbox to show closely related search terms.
Checking this checkbox allows you to see keywords that only include
the words in your seed keyword(s). Unchecking this checkbox allows
Google to show you related keywords that you might also consider,
however they can sometimes be too broad.
Place the top 10 website URLs already ranking for your chosen
keyword into the "website content" section of the tool to discover
more keywords.

How to Build Links

Link building is the most important part of search engine optimization.
While the Google Panda Updates have made it even more important for
you to engage your site visitors, link-building still has the most dramatic
affect on your search engine rankings. However, there are different types of
links that must be understood since Google, Yahoo!, and Bing do not view
all links as equal.

The Most Powerful Link (SEO Perspective)
The most powerful link that you could acquire in order to help increase your
rankings in Google, all things being equal, would be a one-way link from the
home page of a website like Google, Facebook or Amazon. This is because
Google views the one-way links as much more credible than reciprocal links,
and considers links from trusted sites much more credible than links from
lesser sites. These types of sites have the highest PageRank, so a one-way,
"dofollow" link from them would be the most powerful link you could get.
However, this is impossible. They aren't going to link to you. But, you can
achieve a link (or multiple links) from the most authoritative websites in
your industry. Topically-relevant links has become an increasingly stronger
signal of quality to Google, and it topical relevance should be at the core of
your link building strategies. You'll need to deserve these links, however.

Revisit your brand strategy if you're unsure of whether your industry's top
websites would consider linking to you, or having any sort of relationship to
begin with. For those with confidence in their brands, let's talk about some
real possibilities for building quality links to your site.

How to Obtain Powerful One Way Links
Since your website (and website pages) will benefit most from one way links
coming from trusted websites (in Google's eyes), then you must think
creatively on how you can obtain these. Here's some helpful tips that will
open up many ideas that you may not have thought of:
Use Open Site Explorer to discover the websites linking to your
competitors. For example, type a keyword (that you are trying to get a
particular page on your site to rank for) into Google, and notice who
ranks #1 currently. Grab their URL and paste it into Open Site Explorer to
discover their top inbound links.
Linkbaiting is probably your most effective way of building powerful oneway links, and this is exactly what Google, Yahoo!, and Bing want you to
do. Linkbaiting is a fancy term for publishing content that is so
compelling that it attracts links from other websites (news sites,
bloggers, social media sharing, etc.). Consider your unique knowledge,
ideas, and assets and position them on the web. Need to get a particular
page ranking highly? Consider placing a really helpful, and exclusive tool
on it that will attract links. The core strategy is that you won't have to
request the links. They will come naturally, and your page will shoot up
the search engine rankings.
Build relationships and requesting links from topically relevant, high
page rank websites. This time-consuming approach has been an
essential strategy in link-building for years. It's becoming less-effective,
as website owners feel "spammed" when you're clearly only contacting
them for a link. Only focus on websites that you want to develop a
relationship, using quality as your guide. Find ways to provide value to
them, and down the road, you'll likely find an opportunity to request a
link in a manner that they'll be happy to give it to you.
Request links from vendors and business partners since you already
have a business relationships. Oftentimes, these vendors/partners will
have links to other partner websites, and it might just require you
sending a quick email requesting a link. You could even submit a
testimonial for displaying on the vendor website, and request a link back

to your website in exchange. If they request a link back, it's best give it to
them, but know that reciprocal links are not as valuable as one-way links.
Other easy sources of links can be from employee blogs.
Develop relationships with schools and government organizations to
obtain one way links from .edu and .gov websites. Websites with these
domain extensions are highly trusted by Google, Yahoo!, and Bing and
links from these types of websites are (in turn) given much more
credibility than a random blog. These can be very difficult to acquire, so
think of ways that you can provide value to these organizations in order
to obtain such links (i.e. - updating your alumni listing on your alma
mater's website, etc.).
Publish guest blogs and articles on other websites, and include a link
within the page content to your website. Bio links should be set to
"nofollow". Be careful not to abuse this link building tactic, as Google is
now penalizing sites that abuse this tactic. Read what Matt Cutts,
Google's former head of Web Spam, had to say about this topic.
Directories are another way to build one-way links. Don't focus too much
on these, however, as you want to diversify your link building profile and
they've become less effective over the years. Here's a few directories to
consider, however:
DMOZ - Free but difficult to get listed in
Yahoo! Directory - $299 annually, near instant listing
Niche Directories related to the topic of your website. Search Google
with queries like <keyword> + "submit URL" or <keyword> + "add
URL"

Key Points to Remember in Link Building
Obtain links from webpages that are topically related to yours, and
request your link be placed in close proximity to other related keywords
within the content of the page.
Keep the anchor text of your incoming links natural to avoid a penalty
from Google's Penguin algorithm. When the majority of links (to a page
on your site) have the same anchor text, this look spammy in the eyes of
a search engine). Why? Because that's not how people naturally link to
other websites. Often time they'll use your brand name, "click here,"
"check out this article," etc. Sometimes keyword-rich links do happen
naturally, so you don't want to completely disregard them. But, keep
them to a reasonable number (typically no more than 10-20% of the
total links pointing to a particular page on your website should have

keyword-rich anchor text).
Avoid "run of site" links such as links that appear in the sidebar or footer
of every page on another website. These are not as powerful as "deep
links" (which are links from a single, high ranking webpage on another
website) since these look a little spammy to search engines. They are still
valuable, but not as valuable as a deep link on another website's high
Page Rank webpage.
Avoid requesting links from low Page Rank webpages, unless they are
topically relevant. While it's true that most any link is a good link (as
long as it's not from a banned or flagged website by Google, or
completely off topic and from a questionable industry), your website (or

webpage) will get much more value from a single link from a high page
rank webpage than many links from lower page rank webpages.
Similarly, try your best to only link to high Page Rank (highly credible)
websites and webpages. This will go a long way to helping Google
understand that you are a website they can trust, and your own Page
Rank will benefit as a result.
Obtain links from webpages that have the fewest possible links already
on them. The more links on an external webpage, the less valuable a link
to your website will be.
Avoid links with the "nofollow" attribute which will not give your website
any link juice from search engines. The "nofollow" attribute essentially
tells search engines not to follow the link...and thus, your website (or
webpage) will get no credit. Also avoid javascript and redirect links, as
search engines cannot easily read these (although Google has gotten
better at reading javascript links).
Never buy links from link brokers. Links should be acquired naturally,
attracted without request by having compelling content on your website,
by specific request if you can show how linking to your website/webpage
will provide value to the linking website, by contributing content to
another website, or by participating in topically-related forums/blogs
and helping out like-minded people with links to related content on your
site. Link brokers will essentially push your links out to hundreds (if not
thousands) of potentially unrelated websites, and this is a clear signal of
link spamming in the eyes of Google. Your website will run the risk of
getting banned if this is detected by the major search engines.
Obtain links from frequently updated websites. One way to do this is to
check for the latest blog post, or article, on a website. You can also
check the Google cache date. Links from more frequently updated

websites are more valuable since the major search engines will index
them more regularly.

Additional Link Building Tools
Buzzstream - Conduct link building outreach at scale while keeping a
personable approach. Allows you to discover link prospects by type and
other metrics, bookmark link building prospects and save key metrics like
pagerank, domain authority, etc. Also automatically finds things like
contact forms, social media profiles, and even allows you to assign
prospects to others on your team. The final kickers are that it acts
almost like a CRM (allowing you to keep all your link prospect contacts
organized), and also allows you to personalize templated emails to your
prospects (even showing you conversion rates of different types of
emails). Super cool link building tool.
Ontolo - A very cool link building tool from Ben Wills (fellow Coloradoan
living in Boulder) that allows you to find link building prospects by
type/footprint using keyword phrases related to your niche, and save
them in lists. The tool also finds contact information, identifies
competitors' links (clueing you that the prospect would probably link to
you as well), and prioritizes the opportunities for you. Definitely worth
checking out.

How to Optimize Web
Pages

Once you have researched keywords that you wish to optimize your
webpages for, it's time to finally optimize your pages. This requires some
knowledge, but is actually very easy to do. We're going to teach you the
basics.

A note of caution: it's important not to "over optimize." Google, Yahoo!,
and Bing all want you to write your content for readers (not search
engines), so don't go overboard with onpage optimization. Too much overoptimization can make your site liable to get "penalized" by Google, in
particular, with its various quality-focused algorithm updates.

Optimizing Your Meta-Tags
There are 3 common meta-tags: meta-title, meta-description, and metakeywords. While meta-tags will help you describe the content of each
page to search engines, all but the meta-title have very little effect on
how you rank in search engines. Consider these tips when constructing
your meta-tags:
Meta-title (aka "Page Title" or "Title Tag"): Keep it under 55 characters

(including) if you don't want your title cut off in Google's search
results. Place your most important keywords first, if possible. This will
be your headline for your search engine listing, and listing your
primary keywords here will help influence your ranking. Avoid the use
of prepositions and other unnecessary words that will eat up space in
your 55 character limit.
Meta-description: Keep under 155 characters and use this as your
sales pitch to potential visitors who are considering whether to click
through to your page from the search results. While implementing
keywords won't directly impact your ranking, having a well-crafted,
compelling message that also uses the keywords that potential
visitors are searching for will help them to better connect with your
brand and influence to click through to your page. By increasing your
click through rate from search results, it's possible that search
engines will rank your page higher over time.
Meta-keywords: Search engines stopped using these over a decade
ago. Do not use them.
Rich Snippet Listings are great for eCommerce websites, in particular,
but also useful for websites with business locations, user reviews/ratings,
directory information, facts and information about noteworthy people,
etc. Search engines aren't using these quite as much as they used to, but
they can still help maximize your click through rate in the search results.
Product Schema Markup
Review Schema Markup
Businesses & Organizations
People

Use Header Tags to Create Subtitles
Many online editors mistakingly ignore the use of header tags (<h2>, <h3>,
etc) which can have a positive effect in your search engine optimization
efforts. While search engines have evolved over the years and rely less on
keyword placement when ranking a page, it's believed that search engines
still give some extra weight to header tags along with other speciallyformatted text (i.e. - boldfacing), as they are a clue to search bots on what
the page content is about.
More importantly, however, it makes the content more easily scannable to
your readers. And, it just looks better. That's important. Users might not

stay on your page very long if it doesn't look good and it's not easily
scannable. So, be sure to break up your page content with the use of
header tags and implement your most important keywords here for both
search engines and users.

Optimize Body Content with Keywords
Ever since the Google Panda Updates started rolling out, Google has put
more and more importance on authoritative content. So, you should ensure
that your webpages are full of as much detail about the topic of the page
that you can provide to your reader, within reason. If you run an
eCommerce store, your product pages probably don't need 2,000 words of
content. Users don't need that much detail, and it's likely not necessary
when search engines and users compare your page(s) to the competition.
However, most of your blog posts will likely need in-depth content with
higher word count. Different types of content have different types of
content depth needs.
Here's some helpful tips to remember when writing your online content:
Minimum of several hundred words per page (100+ words for product
pages on eCommerce stores can often suffice). There is no magic
number, however. Compare your page to the competition. Be better than
them by offering more detail for the user. You'll build their trust and
search engines will value (rank) your page more as well.
Focus on your 2-3 primary keywords within the body content, and use
variations (i.e. - plural/singular, synonyms, etc.) in order to keep it
reading naturally and expand the possibilities of your target customer
finding you in search via long tail search terms.
Link to other pages on your website from the body content, using
keyword-rich links or using keyword proximity (using related keywords
around the links that you embed). This helps both search engines and
users know what the page (that you're linking to) is about.
Use boldfaced and italicized formatting on your most important
keywords in order to draw attention to them in the eyes of search
engines. It's believed that Google, Yahoo! and Bing give a little extra
weight to specially-formatted words. Keep it reading naturally, however.
The last thing you want to do is create an experience for your user where
they feel that keywords are just jumping off of the page. That's just
gross.

Focus on your most important keywords within the first few paragraphs
of your webpage content. It's believed that search engines give extra
weight to the content at the top of the page, as it's most likely to tell the
reader (and them) what the page is about.
Where possible, try beginning your content with text on your webpage.
Since it's believed that search engines give extra weight to the text atop
your page, placing images and javascript lower on the page (i.e. - after
the first paragraph or lower) can help your optimization a bit.
Keyword density was a common SEO practice used to ensure that your
most repeated 1-word, 2-word, 3-word, and longer phrases were the
actual keywords that you are focusing on. This was abused by
spammers, and is not given as much weight by search engines any
longer. It's advised to simply write extensive, authoritative content for
the reader, and this will most likely happen naturally. Just ensure that
you don't stray from your core topic within the page content.

Optimizing Images for SEO
Search engines can't read images. However, search engines can read "alt
tags" and "image title tags" which are part of image code. This is a great
place to accurately describe the image and use your keywords where they
fit. While these image tags are not a major ranking factor, every little bit
helps and they will increase your chances of driving traffic from Google
Image Search. Here are suggested approaches to image tags:
Image Alt Tags - It's best to keep these short and sweet. Use as few
words as possible to accurately describe what the image is. Users will
never see these image alt tags, but the image alt tag will be read to
blind users by their browsers. Search engines use these to help with their
ranking of the appropriate images for related image search terms.
Image Title Tags - It's best to make these descriptive, similar to meta
descriptions. Users will see these when they hover their mouse overtop
the image on your web page. Make them compelling, use your keywords.
A single sentence that gives context to the image (similar to captions)
work well here.

Interlinking Content for SEO
As mentioned above, it's important to interlink your content with keywordrich anchor text. Think about it. You have someone your site, and you'd like

to keep them there. The best way to do this is to keep them interested, and
one way to keep them interested by suggesting other pages to them while
they are reading.
This is an example of writing for your readers, and this is exactly what
search engines want. So, when you interlink your content, the search bots
will also follow those links every time they index your site. By linking to your
other pages with keywords that describe the page, you're also telling search
engines (and readers) what the page is about, further improving the ability
of those pages to rank for those keywords. Consider the search volume of
keywords that you use in anchor text, but keep them relevant...first and
foremost.
For more information on building one way links for SEO, we recommend you
read the article we just linked to right there. See how that works?

Technical SEO & Site
Architecture

Optimizing your website's architecture can help ensure that your keyword
and link-building efforts have the maximum impact. The following advice
will help you avoid some common mistakes that many website owners (and
designers) make.

Choosing a Domain Name
Domain names that include keywords are more likely to rank higher in
search engines than those that do not. Also, users are more likely to click
on keyword-rich domain names. Google released the Exact Match
Domain Update on 9/28/12 to reduce the rankings of low-quality exact
keyword-match domain names, so it's important to remember that
building your brand is stillthe most important part of your business.
Domain names without keywords, yet a high volume of incoming links
from credible websites, can easily outperform keyword-rich domain
names without such incoming links. With this in mind, consider two
different approaches to choosing a domain name when building a new
website:
Short, catchy domain name (i.e. - www.yelp.com): Domain names such

as these are easy to market and build a brand around, although they
lack keywords to rank for in search engines.
Keyword-rich domain name (i.e. - www.numismaticnews.net): Domain
names such as these include keywords that people are (or might be)
typing into search engines, and have a leg up on the competition in
the SERPs (search engine ranking positions). Look for exact keyword
matches in .com, .net and .org extensions. If you go this route, keep in
mind it's no substitute for building your brand via quality content
(which attracts quality links).
If your domain name is already established and ranked in search
engines, it's not advised to switch domains since this will require a lot of
work to (hopefully) retain all of your SERPs. 301 redirects would have to
be deployed for all of the old webpage URLs, and many hours would
have to be spent reaching out to external websites (linking to your site)
requesting that they update the anchor text pointing to your website.
Exact keyword matches are ideal for highly optimized domain names
(i.e. - purchasing www.denverhomeblog.com to rank for "denver home
blog").
Avoid excessively long and/or hyphenated domain names, as they
appear spammy to search engines.
Domain name age is a factor considered by search engines in their
ranking algorithms. The sooner you register your domain name, the
better.
Register hyphenated and misspelled versions of your domain name to
avoid future competition.
Register "exact match" domains for primary keywords, for future online
publishing endeavors.
Register international domain extensions (i.e. - .co.uk) if you plan on
taking your website global. International extensions also greatly increase
your chances of driving search engine traffic when the particular
countries for which your domain extension relates to.
Beware .info domain extensions as they are cheap and have been
abused by spammers in the past.

Search Engine Optimized URLs
Avoid dynamically generated URLs:Short directory structured URLs rich
with keywords are more likely to achieve a larger number of pages
indexed by the major search engines than if dynamically-generated URLs

were used (with characters such as &, ?, and !).
If you must have dynamically created pages (i.e. - ASP websites), then
be sure to use mod_rewrite to fix dynamically generated URLs.
Never change a URL without doing a 301 Redirect. If you do it's like
changing your address without forwarding your address with the post
office. Just as the post office won't know the new address to deliver your
future mail to, the search engines won' t know what new URL address to
send your future site visitors to.

Avoid Session IDs and Dynamic URLs
Only start using session ID's at the point where you must absolutely start
tracking customer actions. Otherwise, your category and product
webpage URLs will exist with many variations tacked onto the end of the
URL. This will appear to search engine spiders like you have an overly
large number of URLs to index, and create more than one URL for the
same page (leading to a perceived duplicate content issue in the eyes of
the spider).
Most SEOs consider the "add to shopping cart" stage to be the
definitive time to begin employing session IDs. At this time, you don't
want search engines to index of the subsequent pages anyway.
Consider using cookies to store session ID's instead of within the URL.
Problem solved.
Avoid any URL structure which is not alpha-numeric (except for - _ and /
characters), and which does not guarantee only one URL for each page.

Use a Sitemap & Allow Search Engines to
Easily Index Your Website
There are two types: XML and HTML. The XML version produces an XML
file for all of your URLs to be listed, easily index-able by the search
engines. The HTML version is a more user-friendly version which users
can use to navigate your site (and spiders can use to index your content).
Due to the time-intensive nature of an HTML version, it's often only
possible to produce an XML version using a plugin for Wordpress sites
(for example) like the Google XML Sitemaps plugin.
Using a sitemap, and linking to it from your footer, helps a search engine
spider by preventing it from having to crawl any deeper than one link

beyond your home page to locate rest of your pages.
A sitemap will not influence your rank for keywords, but it will enable
your pages to rank quickly by ensuring that search engines can always
find newly created pages (as well as legacy content).
Visit Sitemaps.org for more information.

Using a Robots.txt File for SEO
The Robots.txt file is best used to prevent Google from indexing any
webpage (or image) that you don't want to appear in search results.
Place the appropriate command within your robots.txt file:
"User-agent: *
Disallow: /cgi-bin/"
The first asterisk in "User-Agent: * tells all search engines to not index
any files located at or beyond the asterisk in Disallow: /cgi-bin/"
One example would be to tell search engines not to index you shopping
cart pages. There's no need. Other examples would be newsletter
confirmation pages (with free downloads), anything in your /cgi-bin/
folder, and any other pages that you want to keep private.
Put the name of the spider in place of the asterisk in "User-Agent: * if
you only want to prevent a certain search engine spider from indexing
your specified pages. If you decide that you want to block a specific
search engine spider, you should put the
Obviously, if it makes sense for all of your website pages to be indexed
by search engien spiders, then there is no need for a robots.txt file.
If you're not sure why certain pages aren't being indexed by Google, take
a look at Google Webmaster Tools and see which pages Google is
ignoring. You can find this data at the following path: Diagnostic > Web

crawl > URLs restricted by robots.txt.

Careful with Frames, Javascript, Flash in SEO!
Avoid using frames. Repeat. Avoid using frames. Frames are a form of
website architecture that embeds multiple webpages/bits of data into
one webpage, and are very difficult to get ranked in search engines.
Avoid using Frames. If frames must be used, use the <noframes>
tag/section of the page for content you want indexed in the search
engines.
Avoid using JavaScript. Although Google has improved its ability to read

JavaScript links, the other major search engines cannot. These JavaScript
links typically use a function called an onclick() event to open links when
clicked and don't look right on mobile devices and tablet readers. One
situation where you may need to use Javascript links, however, is in
tracking clicks to external website from yours (for tracking effectiveness
of various advertising/licensing agreements).
Avoid using Flash as your primary on-page content. Since search
engines cannot read Flash, just like they cannot read images, you're
selling yourself short. Search engines need text in HTML format in order
to determine how to rank your webpage in its SERPs (Search Engine
Ranking Positions). You may use Flash as an element of your webpage,
but it needs to be complimented by well-written, optimized, and
compelling text in HTML format.

Duplicate Content
Whether you are launching a new website, or continuing to build an existing
one, it's critical to keep an eye on your duplicate content situation. If your
site opens its floodgates for Google to index all sorts of low-quality,
duplicate content pages where content is 100% repurposed from other
areas of your site (or other websites), you will eventually be penalized by
Google and lose traffic.
Some SEOs define duplicate content can be defined as any portion of text
(paragraph or longer) that is repeated on more than a single URL on either
your website, or someone else's website. Others are more lenient in their
definition, with companies like SEOmoz using a 95% unique content filter
for their site crawling feature for Pro members. The bottom line here is that
we don't know what Google's % threshold is for duplicate content, either
per-page or site-wide. You must minimize it as much as possible. This topic
is so important that an entire section of this site is dedicated to preventing
and fixing duplicate content.

Duplicate Content & SEO
Google is refreshing and updating its
Panda algorithm nearly every month
since February, 2011 in order to
promote sites that are high quality (low
duplicate content, well-written,
authoritative, high user-engagement)
and demote sites that are low quality
(either technical or editorial duplicate
content, poor grammar/spelling,
thin/shallow content, poor userengagement). One of the biggest factors of these updates is duplicate
content. Note: If you're wondering what Google deems a high quality

website, read Amit Singhal's blog post on the topic.

A many number of websites have been penalized by Google's Panda
Update for either intentionally or unintentionally creating duplicate content
on their websites. No matter the Content Management System (Wordpress,
Magento, Drupal, Expression Engine, Community Server, etc.), any website is
vulnerable if the proper precautions are not taken. The following Duplicate
Content SEO Guide is designed to be a complete guide to allow you to
check for duplicate content, fix it, and prevent duplicate in order to protect
your website from Google Panda Updates in the future.

Copying & Pasting: Duplicating Content
The first precaution to take when preventing duplicate content, and first
place to start when addressing potential existing duplicate content issues,
is the manual action of copying and pasting content either throughout your
own website, from another website onto your own, or from someone else
(with more domain authority) stealing your content. A few simple tips will
help prevent such situations:
1. Ensure that you are not creating any new duplicate content manually.

Never post the same article/post/page on more than one of your
websites, or copying/pasting any content into a new page on our
website where the majority of this page ends up being duplicate content.
At the very most, you can "quote" snippets of content from other pages
on our site (this is common and okay to do), but the vast majority of the
page should be unique content.
2. Identify any existing duplicate content that you clearly know was copied
and pasted from a page on your website, or another website, onto
another page on your website. Either set those pages to "noindex,follow"
via the meta robots tag, or delete them from your website. If your
website has pages with data feeds (from other websites) as the only
content on the page(s), then these either need enough unique content
written atop the page, or to be set to "noindex,follow" (or deleted).
3. Find non-compelling, thin content that currently exists on your site…and
either make it more robust, set it to "noindex,follow" or simply redirect
the page to a more relevant page on the topic. Thin content, for
example, could be a blog post that has 1- 3 sentences…and that's it.
Although members of Google have mentioned in Google's support
forums that short content can still rank well, just keep in mind that it's
incredibly difficult to be compelling with such short content unless you're
a well-known brand or very, very creative. The best way to gauge your
success is by looking at the bounce rates on short content pages in
Google Analytics. If it's well above your site average, then it's doing you
more harm than good.

Case Study: Manually Pasting Content from Other
Websites
Below is an example of what can happen to organic search engine traffic
(from Google) when so much content is copied and pasted from an external
website that the majority of the site becomes cross-domain duplicate
content. Notice the clear drop in traffic around the time of the late April
(2012) Panda updates. After setting all of this content to "noindex,follow"
(yes, the majority of the website), the traffic ramped back up over time.

Google's goal is to provide the highest quality, most authoritative content
on a topic to their search users. Your goal is to create the same. Whether
Google is 100% accurate or not…well that's a different story!

Technical Sources of Duplicate Content
The following are a list of items that the SEO and eCommerce Departments
has been addressing recently, leading to these initial improvements:
Removing search result pages from search engines' indexes. If your site
has an internal search feature, and your site is not so big that search
result pages don't need to act as category pages (i.e. - eBay), then you
absolutely must set these pages to "noindex,follow" via the meta robots
tag. These are pure duplicate content and compete with the real content
of your website (home page, category pages, product pages, and
curated landing pages).
Ensuring canonical URLs are on all pages that we wish search engines
to index. When editors, affiliates, Twitter and other referrers link to your
site with tracking code added to the end of URLs, this creates a real
problem. Search engines can end up seeing hundreds of different
versions of the URL for a single page…and as a result, think they are all
different pages when in fact they are not. This duplicate content problem
is solved by using canonical URLs. These define a single version of the
URL for search engines in order to ensure it is the only URL that they
ever index.
Removing checkout/cart pages from search engines' indexes. If you run
an eCommerce site, search engines have no business indexing any
content on our site from the point of clicking the "Add to Cart" button
onward. As a result, it is best to set all of these pages to
"noindex,nofollow" and disallow access to them within your robots.txt
file so search engines do not index them.

Removing Tag pages on Wordpress sites from search engines' indexes.
When editors create new content, the lifeblood of Wordpress sites, they
often add multiple tags per post. When this is done, a new URL/page for
each tag is created. This page is simply repurposed article snippets, and
has 0% unique content. Thus, it's advised that all Wordpress sites have
Tag pages set to "noindex,follow" to prevent/reverse Panda penalties.
Adding unique content atop Category pages. Category pages exist on
most all websites and often target very general, highly searched
keywords, are often linked to from top navigation menus, and thus carry
a lot of weight on a website. They can also attract more links. However,
unless unique, introductory description content is added atop these
pages…they are just like Tag pages above. To see an example, visit the
SEO Blogpage on this site. Simply add 100+ words of unique content to
Category pages to avoid the page being considered pure duplicate
content by Google.
Note: When Gaiam (a well-known yoga equipment manufacturer)
redesigned its website, they dropped the intro content on their main
Yoga Mats page and lost their #1 ranking in Google for "yoga mats."
As of this writing, Gaiam is ranking #4 in Google. Clearly, category
pages are vulnerable to duplicate content and can cost your company
serious revenue if not accounted for.
Fixing duplicate/empty meta tags. If you haven't set up your website with
Google and Bing's Webmaster Tools, you're missing out on incredible

free tools. These are online applications which give webmasters
incredible insight into how these search engines view their websites. One
of the most important areas is the "HTML Improvements" section which
points out which pages on our sites have duplicate meta titles, missing
meta titles, duplicate meta descriptions, missing meta descriptions, etc.
While these are easy to fix, either manually or with script modifications,
they are often clues to deeper duplicate content problems within the
actual body content of the page.
Improving efficiency of search bots in crawling a website. Although this
is not a source of duplicate content…the positive effect of blocking
access to unnecessary pages via robots.txt files, canonicalizing URLs, and
setting unnecessary pages to "noindex,follow" is that we improve the
likelihood that Google, Bing and other search engines are going to fully
crawl and index all of the real content pages on our websites.

*Rewriting duplicate product descriptions on product pages. This is
critical. Most eCommerce sites take the easy route and simply use the

manufacturer's description for their product pages. Guess what? So does
(nearly) every other site that sells the same product. Unless you have
unique reviews on your product pages (unlikely...getting reviews is very
difficult), then your product pages are going to not rank well in Google if
you don't have high Domain Authority. The solution is to make your
product descriptions unique. Use a site like The Crowder to review the
most popular crowdsourcing sites that can help with rewriting product
pages. It's going to require an investment, but you need to spend money
to make money. And...rewriting product descriptions is a lot cheaper
than link building, which is required to build Domain Authority.
These are just a few examples of technical duplicate content, and we are
continuously hunting for more. Have you found anything of similar nature?

Content Syndication = Duplicate Content
(unless...)
Content syndication is a common source of cross-domain duplicate content.
This could consist of:
Syndicating your content out to other websites
Syndicating other websites' content onto your website
Syndicating content between owned websites
All of these content development methods are used in today's online world
(for valid reasons at times), however they can pose serious risks for organic
search engine optimization. Let's consider a situation where you give X
amount of articles per week (which are originally posted on your website) to
an external website via a content syndication agreement. In exchange, you
get a decent amount of referral traffic back to our site via links to our site
(from your article on their site). One would think that this is an okay
strategy (even if they are linking to the source article on our site), but it still
leaves the door open for a search engine like Google to "get it wrong" and
see our own original content (on our site) as duplicate in situations where
the full article is posted on both websites. This often happens in cases
where the site you're syndicating your content onto has higher domain
authority than your own.

Solutions for Avoiding Duplicate Content:
Set the duplicated content to be "noindex,follow" via the meta robots

tag in the source code of the page. This probably sounds like Greek to
most of you, but it's important to remember the phrase "noindex,follow"

as an online publisher. This essentially means: "Dear Google, please don't
index this page but follow the links on it." This allows us to put our
content on other websites (or other websites of our own), or put other
websites' content on our own website…but disallow search engines to
index the duplicated page…which avoids duplicate content problems
that can get us penalized and cause traffic declines.
Set the canonical URL for the duplicated page to be the original article's
URL in the source code of the page. This also probably sounds like Greek
to most of you, but it's important to know what the word "canonical"
means as an online publisher.

Canonical URL = The one authoritatively correct URL for a page.
When a page can be accessed via multiple URLs, a canonical URL
should be identified (in the source code of the page). (source)

So, we could post www.domain1.com/article on
www.domain2.com/article, but require that the content syndication
partner (the other website owner) place the following line of code into
the source code of the web page on their website:
<link rel='canonical' href='http://www.domain1.com/article' />
This way…we're telling search engines: "No no…it may look like
http://www.domain2.com/article is the URL for this page, however
http://www.domain1.com/article is the only URL that you should index.
Search engines accept this, and encourage us to use it.
These are two of the most commonly accepted solutions to avoiding
duplicate content created by content syndication. If your content
syndication partner balks at implementing such technical requests, then
you need to seriously assess the value of the relationship compared to the
real danger of Google Panda penalty. Is it worth losing the majority of your
traffic from Google?

Using Google's Site: Command to Check for
Duplicate Content
The site: command can be used in a Google query to find specific pages on
any website. It's a flexible tool that can be used in conjunction with other
search operators to help find internal duplicate content. The following are

some of the more effective ways of using this tool:
site:www.websiteurl.com - This pulls up the number of pages in Google's
index under this URL. Check the number of URLs for your website.
site:www.websiteurl.com "this block of text content from a page" - This
shows you if other pages on your site have the same body of content on
more than one page. A variation of this - just searching a body of text in
quotes, can quickly show you if other sites are taking your content.
site:www.websiteurl.com inurl:sort= - Use this command to see if
duplicate URLs are being indexed by Google due to a sort/search
function of the site.
site:websiteurl.com inurl:https - Can be used to show if the secure/https
version of your URL is potentially causing duplicate content issues. For
example: site:www.writersmarket.com inurl:https shows Writer's Market
has only two.
Learn more about Google operators in order to broaden your knowledge on
using these commands to find duplicate content.

Managing Stolen/Scraped Content
Scrapers and unethical webmasters across the internet will steal your
content if you're not careful. If you find that your content has been
published elsewhere online without your written consent, you have a few
options:
Email the Webmaster or Author - This is the first place to start. Look for
a "Contact" page on the website who is stealing your website. If there is
none, look up the domain owner via www.whois.com and either email or
call if there is contact information listed. If you are able to make contact,
be polite and start off the conversation casually letting the webmaster
know that you found your content while browsing their site. If only a
portion of your page is being duplicated, then us this as a link building
opportunity. Simply offer them to keep the content on their site in
exchange for a link back to the full source of that content snippet on
your website. If your entire page is being duplicated, then ask that the
webmaster remove it, and kindly mention duplicate content will hurt the
traffic on both of your sites. As consolation, you can offer a short
summary/snippet of your content for the webmaster too use in
exchange for a link to the full content on your website. This is a win/win

for both involved, and you get a link!
File a Search Removal/DMCA complaint with Google.
Search Removal - If manually reaching out to the webmaster provided
no resolution, then you have the option to file a DMCA complaint by
using Google's Search Result Removal Tool. Be sure to select "web
search" and specify the nature of your request (privacy, trademark
infringement, etc.).
Reporting Scrapers - If your website content was scraped by a
scraper, use this tool. Scraper websites merely copy other sites'
content and re-publish it on their own site(s) in order to drive search
traffic for their own revenue purposes. Simply put, it's stealing. Option
#1 be darned with these folks – they are scum and must be
eradicated!
Stolen YouTube Videos - If you need to file a removal request or
DMCA complaint for a YouTube video of yours which was stolen, use
this tool.

BONUS: Using Google's
Keyword Planner Tool
Many of us SEO professionals are trying
to learn how to use Keyword Planner,
Google's evolution of the original
AdWords Keyword Tool. Now that the
Google AdWords Keyword Tool is going
away, we have no choice but to master
this keyword research tool. It's time to
step up to the plate.
Like many of you, I originally was
confused and angry that the tool I've
spent so many years learning how to
use is now being replaced with an inferior keyword research tool for search
engine optimization. Guess what? Google doesn't care. They're not in
business to help us SEO professionals. Nope, they're in business to make
money off of their AdWords platform, and this Keyword Planner tool is a lot
more effective at getting businesses to more build larger "Ad Groups"
around keyword families.
Let me repeat that...Ad Groups around keyword families. Hmm...Ad Groups
are just collections of keywords around a similar topic, or...category. So,
what if we replace "Ad Groups" with "categories." Now what do we get?
That's right...building topical categories around keyword families. Bingo.

How to Use Keyword Planner...The Right Way
If we take this core understanding to heart, that Google is trying to help us
build Ad Groups (or, in our case, "categories"), then we can really do
wonders in building out core topics to cover on our websites. Let's dive in
and see how to do that.

Step 1: Let Go of the Old Way of Doing Keyword
Research
Many of us are used to setting the original AdWords Keyword Tool to "Exact
Match" and clicking the "Only show ideas closely related to my search
terms" checkbox. The new Keyword Planner tool defaults to exact match, so
that's covered, but the "Only show..." checkbox doesn't exist. That makes it
very difficult to enter seed keyword phrases and get keyword ideas that
only include the words in our seed keywords. Here's an example:

We can't do that anymore. It really sucks, I know.
***UPDATE*** I noticed on September 12th that Google re-introduced this
feature (screenshot below). Simply click the checkbox that reads
"Automatically include keywords containing my search terms" will
essentially do the same thing as the "Only show ideas closely related to my
search terms" feature in the old Google Keyword Tool.

Step 2: Give Google the Controls & Use "Ad Group
Ideas"
If we just enter a general keyword (or perhaps a few), and let Google do all
the hard work of finding related search terms and grouping them together
topically, we'll realize how powerful this tool can really be. Look at the
suggested "Ad Group Ideas" that Google recommends. These are potential
categories, of already grouped keywords, that you can cover in your
content strategy. Here's what it looks like:

All of these "Ad Group Ideas" are potential topics, or "categories," to have
on our site. And, Google has already done most of the hard work of

grouping all of the keywords into these topical categories. I say most of the
hard work since Google doesn't get it perfectly right. You still need to
export them to a .csv file and refine the list. But, this is a big time saver
when putting together a keyword universe/taxonomy for a website.

The "Ad Group Ideas" feature existed in Beta form in the original Google
Keyword Tool, but how many of us used it? Not many. Now we need to
embrace this feature, and realize that it's actually very helpful for building
out keyword universes and taxonomies for specific industries.

Step 3: Dive Deeper into Niches Using Keyword
Planner
Since the "Ad Group Ideas" provided by the Google Keyword Planner tool
aren't going to be perfect, you're bound to notice some niche keywords that
are missing. Type these into the Keyword Planner tool just as you would
using the old Google AdWords Keyword tool, but keep in mind that you
cannot click that convenient "Only show ideas closely related to my search
terms" checkbox anymore to further refine the keyword ideas that Google
gives you. So, in order to further refine the keyword ideas suggested by
Google, you'll want to use the Include/Exclude feature in the Keyword
Planner Tool. Here's an example of how to do that. ***Update*** - this

feature has be re-implemented into the Google Keyword Planner Tool (per
above).
In the screenshot below, I'm using the Keyword Planner tool to get keyword
ideas on different types of "broadheads" used in bowhunting. I've entered a
number of seed keywords at the top. The problem, as you'll see in the blue
box, is that Google gives me some other keyword ideas that aren't directly
relevant.

This is where the Include/Exclude feature comes in handy. Notice how I
enter "broadheads" into the Include section, so that Google's suggested
keyword ideas only include keyword phrases with the word "broadheads" in
them.

Now you'll see that my keywords ideas have been further refined, as shown
below.

Step 4: Use Google Suggest to Get More Keyword
Ideas
Another way to further expand your niche keyword research, building upon
Step 3 above, is to actually conduct searches in Google for particular niche
keywords. Look at the bottom of the search results to find more seed
keyword ideas that will help improve Google's keyword ideas in the
Keyword Planner tool. Here's an example, using the "broadheads" seed
keyword.

Look at these additional keyword ideas, and click on them to find even
more related keywords at the bottom of the next Google search results
page. Grab ones that are different than what you searched for, but directly
related, and put them into Keyword Planner as additional seed keywords to
further expand your keyword ideas.

Summary
While every SEO would rather use the old Google AdWords Keyword tool,
the Keyword Planner tool is particularly useful in forcing us to think
differently when we do keyword research. When we are keyword mapping
an entire website, using the Google Keyword Planner tool's suggested "Ad
Groups" can actually really help us to build out topical categories for a

website, with tons of keywords already curated for us. We still have some
capability for further refining our keywords using the Include/Exclude
feature, and that should be enough to still allow us to do effective keyword
research with Google's own free tool.

BONUS: Using Google
Suggest & Related
Searches
Conducting full-scale keyword research
can be daunting for any small business.
There's not enough time in the day to
learn the full strategy, and it's
important not to lose sight of the other
areas of your business.
So, what can a small business owner do
to create content around search terms
on a very small time budget? This is
going to sound stupidly simple, and
you're going to wonder why you never
did this in first place. But, bear with me
because this is a super easy strategy.

What is Google Suggest? You Already Know,
Silly
This is simply Google's "auto suggest" tool that fills in keyword suggestions
as you type your search query in Google. There's nothing more to
say...besides that we're hearing this tool is powered by unicorns. If you own
a unicorn hunting business, then you're especially in luck. If not (like most of
us), well this tool is still extremely helpful for doing keyword research. Let's
get serious and dive in.

Use Google Suggest for Keyword Ideas
The Google Suggest tool is the most simple application you can use to help
with doing keyword research for your blog or business website. Simply act

like a user and start searching for topics that you would want to write
about, and see what is suggested to you. This is called "Google Suggest," or
"Google Auto Suggest." Whatever it's called doesn't matter. What matters
is its simplicity and effectiveness. Here's an example of where I might use
the Google Suggest tool to get some keyword ideas for writing a blog post
or webpage where I'm trying to help people learn how to optimize a
website.

Keywords are typically listed in order of search volume (from my experience,
but don't hold me to it), and you'll get a number of ideas out of a single
search phrase. Using this example, I could write multiple blog posts:
How to optimize your website for search/How to optimize your website
for Google
How to optimize your website for mobile
If I continue with this tactic and look for other related searches, by using
the Google Suggest tool in this same manner, I find some other ideas:

This gives me even more keyword ideas that I could pair with the topics I
found above:
How to optimize your website for search
How to optimize your website for Google
Optimizing your website for SEO
Optimizing your website for search engines

Website optimization tips
Website optimization Google
How to optimize your website for mobile
Optimizing your website for mobile
Optimizing your website for mobile devices
This strategy takes only a few minutes. While it won't give you full-blown
keyword research for complete content marketing strategies, it's a heck of
a lot simpler for a small business who doesn't have much time or budget to
invest.

Insider Tip: If you want even more "suggested" keywords, try using
additonal tools that tap into Google and other "auto suggest" search
verticals. Übersuggest, SEO Chat, and Soovle are a few of the most popular
options.

Use Google Related Searches for More
Keyword Ideas
The fun doesn't stop with Google's auto suggest tool. Scroll all the way to
the bottom of the Google search results and look at the "Related Searches."
Here's some examples, based on the keywords I entered above:

By now, you should be swimming in keywords from using the Google
Related Searches feature in addition to Google Suggest. Organize them into
topics and use them wisely in your content. If you need to brush up your
content optimization skills, review our on-page optimization best practices
for optimizing your content for search engines.

Bonus Tip: Use Google Auto Suggest for News Articles
Using Google Suggest and Google Related Searches is also a great keyword
research strategy for hot news articles. Why? The Google Keyword Planner
Tool has historical information of keywords, with monthly averages from
search volume estimates gathered over the course of a year. That's not
going to help you find keywords for breaking news topics. Here's an
example using the top article on CNN.com today (which unfortunately is a
very sad story).

If you have a news website where it's appropriate to cover this story, using
the Google keyword suggest tool can help you find how people are
searching for it. Here's some examples of keywords that are used:

These keyword ideas can help you with deciding how to title the article,

paired with bold headline tactics, and also give you sectional "subtitle"

ideas for different parts of your article. Note: It's really unfortunate what

happened to these women, and we're glad to see that justice will be
served...at the very least.

Summary: Google Auto Suggest & Google Related
Searches
These two tools are super simple ways to conduct quick keyword research
for content ideas, whether they will be blog posts, top-level web pages,
infographics or other forms of content. They're perfect for the small
business owner or blogger that doesn't have a lot of time or money to
spend on deep keyword research strategies. Use them to get headline ideas
and content outline ideas. They'll make a big difference in your content
marketing strategy.

BONUS: Re-Optimize with
"Search Analytics"
Google made the day
of SEOs everywhere on
May 6th, 2015 when it
announced that it
launched the Search
Analytics Report.
For years, we've
grown accustomed to
optimizing our landing
pages with keyword data. That appears to have (somewhat) come to an
end. At least for now, this data is again at our disposal, only in a different
format.

How to Use the "Search Analytics" Report in
Google Search Console
Google launched an extensive guide showing how to use the Search
Analytics report. For that reason, I won't break down each and every
feature, but I do think it's important to understand what's particularly
useful. Here's a short list:

Specific Keywords for More Pages
The previous Search Queries report only showed us the keywords driving
impressions and clicks for a selection of "Top Pages" as it were. In the
Search Analytics report, you'll find that many more of your ranking pages
will show keyword data (some sites may show keyword data for all pages).

Compare Metrics & Show Variances
The previous Search Queries report only allowed us to show basic metrics
(clicks, impressions, CTR and average ranking position) "with change" as it
were. In the Search Analytics report, you'll find that you can compare
specific date ranges and see specific metric variances/differences (i.e. - the
difference in clicks for specific keywords when comparing two time periods).
When assessing the impact of algorithm updates, this is very useful.

See Metrics for Tablets
In the previous Search Queries report, we only had the ability to segment by
desktop and mobile search data. In the Search Analytics report we can see
the data for tablets as well, which will become increasingly important now
that Google has announced that they will no longer show non-mobilefriendly websites in its mobile search results.

Already, these are some very useful features. Oddly, they are very similar to
the control that we had in Google Analytics before Google decided not to
show us keyword data any longer (due to user privacy). Hmm. This point
aside, it's also great to see the data appear more accurate (per Google),
although there are still some accuracy issues with the initial rollout (as
Michael Cottam points out).

Improving Your On-page Optimization with
the Search Analytics Report
Now for the good stuff. What I love about the Search Analytics report is
that I can extract ranking keywords for many more pages than the previous
"Top Pages" section of the old Search Queries report. This means that,
similar to back in the day with Google Analytics, you can speed up your
keyword targeting and on-page optimization efforts by using more accurate
"page level" data (similar to how many SEOs use the "Organic Keywords"
report of the SEMRush tool).
What this really means is that you are empowered with great data to go
back and re-optimize your website pages. If you subscribe to the "double
down" approach in marketing (see lesson #8 from Facebook in this Buffer
post), then you'll instantly see how valuable this is.

Disclaimer: This works best if you have good, deep content on your web
page(s). Thin content most likely isn't ranking well due to the lack of
depth/value that it adds to Google's index, and thus, you most likely won't
see much keyword data. Also, this keyword data will only show you the
keywords that you currently rank for, but that's okay...because you'll almost
always find opportunities to improve upon your previous optimization
efforts.

Step 1: Filter "Pages" to Show a Specific Page to ReOptimize
In this example, I'm going to re-optimize the Guitar Amps directory page on
my guitar blog, Six String Soul. As you can see in the screenshot, below, I've
filtered the "Pages" section to show data for only this page.

Step 2: Set Your Date Range to 90 Days
We want to get the most keyword data that we can, so it's best to
maximize the date range per below.

Step 3: Click the Radio Button to Show Queries Data
The actual data that we want to look at is the queries (keywords) data. So,
ensure that you have the "Queries" radio button selected per below. I also
like to get the most data that I can, so I select all four of the following:
Clicks, Impressions, CTR and Position per below.

Step 4: Review Your Data & Download (Export) a CSV
File
Your work in Google Search Console is nearly complete. You now have your
data on display, and you can use this real-world keyword data to go
optimize your web page by using more exact keyword phrases within the
metadata, body content, and internal links. However, if you would prefer to
work with Google's estimated search volume data (from Keyword Planner),
then you can also download a CSV file of the data (per below) in
preparation for running it through Keyword Planner. If you choose this
route, continue onward to steps 5 and 6 below. If you prefer to work with
the Google Search Console data, skip down to step 7 below.

Step 5 (Optional): Copy all Keywords & Run Through
Google's Keyword Planner Tool
If you've optionally chosen to export the keyword data from Google Search
Console, you can now run them through Keyword Planner to get Google's
estimated search volume metrics. Now that you've got your data in a CSV
spreadsheet, you can easily copy the entire column of keywords.

Pro Tip: the first cell and then pressing the "Shift+Command+Down Arrow"
keys to select all keywords in the column (handy trick!).
Then, paste the keywords into Keyword Planner, specifically the "Search for
new keyword and ad group ideas" section. Also, be sure to select "Only
show ideas closely related to my search terms," otherwise your resulting
keywords will only be loosely (broadly) related.

Step 6 (Optional): Sort Keywords by Search Volume (in

Keyword Planner) & Review
Now that we've entered keywords into the Keyword Planner Tool, it's time
to sort them and clean them up. First, I like to sort by search volume. Next, I
like to use the "Negative Keywords" and "Keywords to Include" tools to help
refine the resulting data. Sometimes the queries from Google Search
Console aren't exactly related to your page. You can see that I've done this
below.

Step 7: Review & Refine Your Keyword Usage
Whether you chose to use the data from within Google Search Console or
run the keywords through Keyword Planner, you can now make use of the
keyword data by re-optimizing your page. How? Well, you can better target
the most relevant (and highest searched) keywords that Google is reporting

for your page. I won't go into exactly how to do this for each element of
your page, however here are some key places to consider using your
keywords:
Page Title - still has an impact on what keywords you rank for
H1 Title - Similar to the Page Title (metadata), the on-page title (typically
H1) is another clear, top-level signal to search engines what your page is
about
Body Content - Use your keywords in subtitles and paragraph text, from
top to bottom, in order to make it clear what your page is about. Don't
overdo it, and there's no magic number. Just sprinkle them in here and
there if it makes sense.
Internal Links - Are you linking to this page from other pages on your
site? You should be, and you should consider (if you have the bandwidth)
editing the anchor link text for those internal links to more closely match
the keywords that you're ranking for and which you want to improve
your ranking for.
Meta Description - While this is typically not a ranking factor, consider
that your keywords will be boldfaced in the meta description for your
page if they match the keywords entered by the user. This can make
your SERP listing stand out, increase CTR and increase the likelihood that
Google improves your ranking as a result.
Image Alt Tags - Don't get me started. Ever since Google changed Image
Search to not send initial user clicks directly to source web pages (where
Google pulled the image from), we've seen traffic from Google Image
Search. Google says it good for users. Bullshit. I tend to think that
optimizing image alt tags may create a liability for over-optimization
considering Google's Panda algorithm, so optimize at your discretion.
Remember, use the keywords naturally, without over-optimizing. That's
critically important. Never force keyword usage or sacrifice readability,
because this will actually hurt your ranking potential in search engines due
to a number of factors (worsened engagement signals...which Google will
notice, inflated keyword density...which Google will notice, etc).

Summary
Whew! That was a lot. Hopefully this method of re-optimizing your website
using Google Search Console's Search Analytics report will give you the
data you need to increase your web traffic, and ultimately your revenue,

leads or whatever your business goals are. Some of you may argue that
exact match keyword targeting is becoming less important (especially after
Some of you may argue that exact match keyword targeting is becoming

less important (especially after Rand Fishkin released his Cracking the SEO

Code for 2015 mozinar), and I mostly agree that this is where Google is
heading (and partially is now). However, I'm still seeing it have an
impact...especially in situations where you're able to make
unoptimized/unclear content more clearly inline with how users are
searching.

Remember that with great power comes great responsibility, so don't abuse
the keyword data and over-optimize your pages. Make smart decisions,
continue focusing on the user and let the data be your guide.

BONUS: How to Write
Powerful Titles
So you have a blog but your visitors
aren't clicking deeper into your website.
Or, perhaps your blog posts are ranking
in Google, but your click-through-rate
(CTR) is low and you're dropping in the
rankings. Well, let's help you change
that because improving your blog post
titles is one of easiest things that you
can do in order to have an immediate,
positive impact on your website traffic
(and engagement).
Web surfers are becoming more demanding these days. Coupled with their
widespread case of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), they simply need to be
sucked into your content. In order to achieve this, you must craft compelling
blog post titles. But, learning how to write great headlines requires a bit of
learning, experimentation and testing. I'm going to show you some ways to
do this and improve your headlines.

Using Google Webmaster Tools to Identify
Click Through Rates
A great starting point is analyzing your current pages' CTR in Google
Webmaster Tools (GWT). Once your website is verified in GWT, navigate to
Search Traffic > Search Queries in the left sidebar, and then click on the
Top Pages tab. This is where Google shows you important high-level stats
for the pages on your website receiving the most clicks and impressions.
You want to pay special attention to the CTR column, as this will tell you
how much of your impressions each page is turning into actual clicks. The
higher the number, the better. If your numbers aren't great, well...you have

some work to do.
Let's look at some great blog headlines to start. I've had good success with
a few headlines on a Costa Rica vacations website that I work on. Here's a
screenshot of the Top Pages report of GWT.

A few pages stand out, but there's two that I want to specifically review:
/when-to-visit-costa-rica/ - 6% CTR out of a whopping 44k impressions
/driving-in-costa-rica-is-it-safe/ - 10% CTR out of 896 impressions
The first page's meta title is "When is the Best Time to Visit Costa Rica?
Don't Be Fooled." This is a common question that people have when
considering a vacation to Costa Rica, so the first part of the title is both
keyword-focused and serving the purpose of connecting with the user's
query. But, what makes this title compelling is the "Don't Be Fooled" hook at
the end. That implies that this webpage contains information that others do
not, and the viewer is taking a risk by not clicking to view the content. You
could call it "fear factor" if you wish, but it works.
The second page's meta title is "Driving in Costa Rica: Is it Safe? The Truth."
This is another common question that people have when arranging their
travel plans in and around Costa Rica. Once again, the first part of the title
is query-focused and the second part, "Is it Safe? The Truth," implies that
this webpage has the most truthful advice. It is really good advice, so we
feel comfortable using this title.
Great. I know what works. My next step is to identify meta titles that aren't
getting quite as high of a CTR and thus, need a little love. Let's dive into
some methods of improving the remaining headlines.

Using Headline Analyzer Tools

One of my favorite tools for improving your headlines is theBlog Post
Headline Analyzer from CoSchedule. Here is an analysis of my original

headline for this post: How to Write Catchy Blog Titles Like a Badass. It
scored pretty well, but was missing some things.

Apparently I need to increase my usage of uncommon words. According to
CoSchedule:

Uncommon words are unique enough to grab your readers’
attention. These words provide substance in your headline.
They give some example of uncommon words, as shown here and in the
screenshot below.

So, I took some time to edit my headline and came up with what you see
now on this post: Be More Magnetic! How to Write Powerful Blog Titles.
Here's how it scored with the Headline analyzer tool:

My score improved by adding an uncommon word: "More." I also like the

word "Powerful" more than "Catchy," even though "catchy" is used in
higher search volume phrases, since it's more impactful. With Google
Hummingbird working it's magic these days, and using variations of words
in the body content of this post, I don't have to fret about keyword-usage
as much. I now have an improved title.

More Tips on How to Write Catchy, Magnetic
Headlines
While the Headline Analyzer tool from CoSchedule is great, there's other
ways at looking at headlines. Here are some additional tips with more
examples of both good and bad blog post titles, with commentary as to
why.

Blog Post Title Strategies That Don't Work:
Let's first start with some fun blog titles that truly would suck for this
particular post I'm writing:
Lacking Excitement - Example: "Writing Good Titles" - This sure is boring.
People don't want good, they want best! If you're titles are more
compelling, they will be more magnetic to web surfers' clicks.

Lacking Keywords - Example: "Coming Up with Article Headers" - This
doesn't target popular keyword phrases. If you've done keyword
research, you'll see that keywords like "coming up with" and "headers"
are not target keywords for this particular topic.
Excessively Long - Example: "My Favorite Blog Title Ideas That I've
Learned Over The Years & Will Improve Your Click Thru Rate" - Holy cow
this is long. You can actually find blog post titles this long, and they're
quite ugly when they word-wrap. Even worse, there's no focus.

Missing Linkbait - Example: "Catchy Blog Titles" - There's nothing
attractive about this. It doesn't bait other bloggers into wanting to link
to your post. Instead focus on "how to" and "Top 10" list types of blog
posts.

Blog Post Title Strategies That Do Work:
Now, here's some advice on how to improve upon the god-awful examples
given above:
Creating Excitement - Example: "Best Damn Title Names of Blog Posts

I've Found" - This is bold and exciting. Your content better deliver, and if
it does...you'll surely satisfy the reader.

Using Keywords - Example: "How to Craft Compelling Blog Post Titles" Now this targets a popularly searched keyword: "craft compelling blog
post titles." Chances are, you found this particular blog post by
searching for this keyword, or a similar phrase.

Short & Catchy - Example: "Write Killer Blog Headlines" - For someone
who is researching how to write catchy headlines, this gets straight to
the point for them without excessive clutter.

Using Linkbait - Example: "Top 10 Blog Title Ideas" - Someone who is
looking for ideas for a blog title will find a "top 10 list" as both
resourceful and easy to read (assuming your advice is up to snuff). And, if
they have a blog, there's a chance they might link to it if they really like
it, since...internet readers love lists!
Whether you're looking to write creative blog titles to drive traffic to your
personal blog or work blog, these tips will go an incredibly long way toward
improving your click through results!

BONUS: Google Penalties
& Traffic Drops
Ever since February 24th, 2011, Google has made it clear that they are
taking no prisoners in their quest to provide the best possible search
results. Many black and great hat SEO experts, ignorant webmasters, and
even all around good guys and gals are learning (the hard way) that what's
in Google's quality guidelines should be followed strictly (and immediately).
The Google Panda algorithm update is focused on quality, rewarding sites
with a high percentage of engaging unique content, and filtering out sites
with the opposite. Google's recent Penguin algorithm update, however, is
primarily targeting web spam such as over optimization and link schemes
designed to skew search results. It's believed that both updates partially
target duplicate content to some degree, but there's little proof of this.
The question, however, is how do you find out if you were penalized by
either of them...and which particular update it was? Sometimes traffic may
slowly decline amidst multiple updates, so identifying the exact start of the
problem can be difficult at times.

Use Webmaster Tools to Identify Google
Penalties
The image below shows two separate traffic declines for a website that was
targeted by various Google algorithm updates in the first half of 2012.

Webmaser Tools Reveals Google Panda Penalties: 3.6 (April 27th) & 3.7
(June 8th)
The key to identifying which of Google's algorithm updates have targeted
your website is simple. Compare dates between traffic declines and
algorithm changes. Navigate to Traffic Sources > Search Queries in Google
Webmaster Tools (setting your start date back as far as it will go), look for
traffic dclines, then take a quick look at the SEOmoz Google Algorithm
Change History. In this case, one can quickly identify two key drops:
Late April: Google Panda 3.6. Apparently a refresh and thought to be
minor, but this site was clearly targeted. It's possible this was still a
Penguin update that kicked in a bit later, but this site wasn't overoptimized, didn't partake in link building schemes, and generally didn't fit
the bill of a Penguin victim.
Early June: Google Panda 3.7. This one was apparently more significant
than 3.6, and the the graph above clearly indicates so. This was the kick
in the gut while the site was already down on the ground.
Another important part of the process is to compare organic search traffic,
within Google Analytics, to confirm that traffic actually dropped as well.
Sometimes these Webmaster Tools graphs don't pair up with the Analytics
traffic. If they are similar, however, take a look at a time period of 1+
weeks, both before and after the point of decline. Ensure that you didn't
simply lose traffic from a few keywords, since Panda is a site-wide penalty.
If most of your site's pages have dropped in traffic, then this is a good
indication that your site was hit by Panda.

Use Google Analytics to Identify Traffic
Penalties
The following "deep dive" SEO metrics can help you to analyze what is
causing downward or upward movement in our website traffic...and thus,
confirm if it was due to a particular algorithm update.
Traffic Source - What is the source of traffic change? Organic? Referral?
Direct?
Organic: Specific Keywords - If Organic, which keywords are driving the
change? Compare pre/post time periods in Acquisition > Keywords >

Organic. Primary Dimension: Keywords. Note: This is no longer possible in

Google Analytics since Google has changed to secure search. Instead,
look at the search queries in Google Webmaster Tools.
Organic: Specific Landing Pages - If Organic, which landing pages are
driving the change? Compare pre/post time periods in Acquisition >
Keywords > Organic. Primary Dimension: Landing Pages. Also consider
going to Behavior > Content Drilldown and using the Non-Paid Search
Traffic advanced segment to look for traffic decline/incline patterns by
URL directory.
Organic: Search Queries + Number of Keywords in Google Analytics Google Panda penalties are often site-wide. So, if you see the blue
Search Queries graph sharply decline in Google Analytics (Acquisition >
Search Engine Optimization > Queries), and the number of keywords
(compared pre/post) drop off in Google Analytics (Acquisition >
Keywords > Organic...look at bottom right of page to see # of keywords),
then this is an indicator that the site might have been penalized.
Duplicate content is the first area to investigate (conduct Moz crawl
reports, look at HTML Improvement data in Webmaster Tools, and
potentially run Copyscape reports).
Organic: Average Position - In Google Analytics, go to Acquisition >
Search Engine Optimization > Queries and look at the Average Position
column. Compare pre/post time periods to see if our site is ranking
better or worse. This is an indicator of overall health of the website
(generally if this has gone down significantly, then the site could have
been penalized...but check that the trend is across the majority of
keywords).
Organic: Bounce Rate/Average Visit Duration - Google takes this metric
into account, although in a slightly different manner. They look at "dwell
time," which is how long someone spends on your website after clicking
through from Google. If they "bounce back" to Google quickly, this can
negatively impact rankings. So, if rankings are dropping…what are the
bounce rates looking like? A/B test pages with high bounce rates after
making obvious fixes. Similarly, look at Average Visit Duration and
Pages-per-Visit when analyzing overall engagement. Google rewards
highly engaging websites with higher rankings as part of the Panda
algorithm. Keys to this are compelling content that matches keyword
intention, rich media (images/video), deep linking to other pages
throughout the content, forms to fill out, etc.)
Organic: Backlink Trends - Visit www.majesticseo.com, enter your site’s
URL, set it to Historic Index, submit and look at the backlinks graph over

the past 12 months. Are overall backlinks rising or declining? If they are
declining, that can be an indicator that our content is not attracting links
as much as it once did, and that can affect Google rankings. Also look at
the Fresh Index, which will show a graph for the past 90 days. If there is a
big spike in links, Google notices that. Where are those links coming
from? If your site gets a big spike in spammy links and you also notice a
major traffic drop around the time of a Google Penguin update, then you
could be dealing with a Penguin penalty.
Referrals - If Referral is the source of the traffic change, what referring
websites have driven the traffic change? Compare pre/post time periods
in Acquisition > Referrals. Look at both Source and Landing Page as
primary dimensions. When viewing by Source, click on the source website
to see which pages on their site have sent more/less traffic, and consider
setting the secondary dimension to Landing Page in order to see which
landing pages on our site are/were receiving the traffic.
Direct Traffic - If Direct was the source of the traffic change, was a
newsletter deployed around the time of the traffic incline? If it was a
decline, is it gradual? Look at new vs. returning visitors to see if we might
have a branding problem (less returning visitors coming directly to the
site).

Additional Google Analytics Metrics to Help Identify
Issues & Improvements
These metrics won't necessarily help you identify a Google penalty, but they
will help you to better understand your user and identify improvements to
increase conversion, engagement, etc. Those are just as important!
All Sources: Goal & eCommerce Conversion Rates - Look at these stats
to determine the conversion of increased traffic and to gain ideas for
new A/B tests. High traffic pages with low conversion rates are lowhanging fruit to improve upon. Also use Advanced Segments to segment
the traffic by Non-Paid Search, Paid Search, Referral and Direct to better
understand how you are appealing to your audience coming from
different sources.
All Sources: New vs. Returning Visitors - Go to Audience > Behavior >
New vs. Returning and click on Returning Visitors to see a graph for just
those visitors. Is it going up or down? This can be an indication of our
brand’s overall health. If our site is offering compelling content that our
customers want, our returning visitors graph should not be going

downward (look at 1-2 years to see a trend). This can also be an
indication of how attractive our site is for linking/sharing.
All Sources/Organic: Mobile Traffic - Mobile usability is becoming
increasingly important. Matt Cutts (Head of Web Spam at Google) has
specifically said that Google will begin de-ranking websites that aren’t
mobile-friendly. They specifically endorse responsive design for mobile
websites, as it helps to prevent duplicate content issues and overall
provides a more seamless solution for their mobile bot to index your site
for any device. Go to Audience > Mobile in Google Analytics to see what
portion of our site visitors are mobile or not. How are the engagement
stats for “Yes” (mobile traffic)? For a deeper dive, go to Audience >
Overview and set 3 advanced segments: All Traffic, Mobile Traffic and
Tablet Traffic (leave out All Traffic in order to better visualize growth
trends in Mobile/Tablet traffic). How fast is mobile/tablet growing and
what is your overall engagement? What are your conversion rates for
mobile traffic?

Duplicate Content: The Common Source of
Panda Slaps
Many websites hit by the Panda update tend to be innocent victims who
are simply unaware that a few key settings have led them down the path to
doom. Consider the following scenarios:
Indexed search result pages. Many bloggers who ignore SEO don't
realize that search engines can index your site's own internal search
result pages. This can lead to hundreds, if not thousands of low
engagement pages that become indexed by Google. Set these to
"noindex,follow" via your meta robots tag.
Indexed "tag" and "category" pages. Many bloggers also don't realize
that their "tag" and "category" pages are essentially duplicate content.
Simply reordering snippets of content copied from elsewhere on your (or
anyone else's website) does not make a webpage unique. Also set these
to "noindex,follow" via your meta robots tag.
Lack of Canonical URLs. Less people know what the word "canonical"
means than people who know how to pronounce the squiggly word.
What happens when affiliates, social media tools and other invariables
append tracking codes to the end of your URLs? That's right...more than
one address for the same destination. How would the post office feel if
you had 13 address for your single house? Would you expect to get your

mail every day? Implement canonical URLs across your entire site.
Copied & Pasted Content. Webpages with the same content offer no
unique value to the people using the web...nor the people using Google.
If Google is focused on providing the best search results to users, then
offering them 10 SERPs on page 1 with the exact same content is the
last thing they want to do. Stand out from the crowd and offer unique
viewpoints, and unique product descriptions with your own content.
Guard this policy for as long as your site exists. Set these pages to
"noindex,follow" via your meta robots tag.
There's other possible sources of duplicate content, and you should
certainly read the post detailing how to check for duplicate content along
with the full Duplicate Content SEO Guide, and also spend time reading this
breakdown on SEOmoz. If you're a Wordpress user, feel that you've been hit
with a duplicate content penalty, but have not copied and pasted any
content...then one of the following SEO Plugins will allow you to quickly
make site-wide change and possibly help you recover in a matter of weeks:
WordPress SEO by Yoast
All in One SEO Pack
Platinum SEO Pack
Your task might be as easy as making a few simple changes, and seeing
results like this:

BONUS: Wordpress SEO
Tips

With so many open source content management systems (aka CMS)
available these days, it often makes sense to use these free applications to
run your website. The most popular CMS for blogs and content websites
has is Wordpress. Many large websites like TechCrunch, Mashable, and the
New York Times Blogs use the Wordpress CMS, and do a very fine job with
it.

Using Wordpress for SEO
Wordpress is a very user-intuitive CMS that will allow you publish content
just as easily as you produce a document in Microsoft Word. Many of the
same WYSIWYG tools ("What You See is What You Get") are available to
format content, with additional tools to embed links and further sculpt
content for publishing online.
One of the main benefits of using the Wordpress platform is that it is open
source. This means that you, or a web designer, are free to edit it's core files
in order to make it function in all sorts of customized ways. Just as
important, the Wordpress content management system allows developers
to create themes and plugins to help customize your website for various

designs an functions. Most of us don't develop themes or plugins, but we
can use them! There's plenty of Wordpress themes plugins that really help
tweak the CMS for SEO.

Best Wordpress Themes for SEO
Thesis Theme - Download it - I'm only recommending one here since this
is leagues beyond any other theme when it comes to SEO, in my opinion.
Heck, even Google's own Matt Cutts uses this theme.

Best Wordpress Plugins for SEO
Wordpress SEO by Yoast - Download it - This Wordpress SEO plugin is
the most complete set of tools for an SEO professional. Features such as
category page meta data, manual canonical URLs, and image
attachment page redirect and indexation control make this plugin a
lifesaver for optimizing Wordpress. Read our Guide to Wordpress SEO by
Yoast for detailed instruction on how to set up this plugin.
All in One SEO Pack - Download it - This Wordpress SEO plugin is one of
the most popular plugins available to manage your meta-tags and
related functions. It's not needed if the Wordpress SEO by Yoast plugin is
used.
Platinum SEO Pack - Download it - This is the other most Wordpress SEO
popular plugin available to manage your meta-tags and related
functions.
Headspace2 SEO - Download it - This is another Wordpress SEO plugin
available to help you manage meta-tags.
Google XML Sitemaps - Download it - This Wordpress SEO plugin is
essential for creating a sitemap that will allow Google to easily index all
of your content.
SEO Smart Links - Download it - This Wordpress SEO plugin allows you to
turn any word or phrase (in posts and/or pages) into a link of your
choice.
Automatic SEO Links - Download it - This is another Wordpress SEO
plugin that allows you to turn any word or phrase into custom links.
Robots Meta - Download it - This Wordpress SEO plugin allows you to
add the appropriate meta robots tags to your pages, disable unused
archives, nofollow unnecessary links, etc.
Simple 301 Redirects - Download it - This handy Wordpress SEO plugin
will allow you to redirect an old URL to a new one and automatically

implement a 301 redirect, keeping search engines happy.
Redirection - Download it - This is another Wordpress SEO plugin that
allows you to implement 301 redirects, yet also allows you to track 404
error pages for fixing.
Attachment Pages Redirect - Download it - This is a critical plugin if you
have a lot of images on your site and don't use the Yoast plugin
mentioned above. When you embed an image into a post or page on
Wordpress, you might not have known that Google creates image
attachment pages. These caause duplicate content problems and can be
redirected back to the source page (where the image was embeded) with
this plugin. A bit annoying for usability, but I think SEO wins this battle.
Variable Anchor Text - Download it - This plugin will allow you to vary the
anchor text used in the "embed codes" often placed under infographics.
There's other creative users for this plugin as well, to help prevent link
building footprints that might lead Google to think you're building
spammy links (and penalize your site via the Penguin algorithm).

Need Help?
Whether you feel that you now
have a good understanding of how
to optimize and rank your website,
or still feel lost, I am here to help.
Hire Me
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